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Introduction
Data is the backbone of the digital economy. Data has virtually
become the newOil and will continue to gain prominence and
importance as time goes by. The need to safeguard data has
increased the need for its encryption – while in transit or at
rest. Even with plenty of investment in cybersecurity, avoiding
breaches has become difficult. Not only are the number of
breaches increasing every passing year, but the economic
impact of these breaches has also increased.

“Cyber attacks
and data theft
are among the
top 5 risks
facing our
world in 2020”
-World Economic
Forum

25,155,650
Records lost or stolen
Everyday
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291
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Every second
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3.85 Million $

Average cost of data
breach

10% increase in the last 10 years

6.45 Million $

Health care is the most
effected with

per average breach
6 Trillion $

Cybercrime is estimated to
cost the world

annually by 2021 (Cybersecurity Ventures)

7.27%

For a company affected by data
breach, share price would drop by

If records are encrypted, stolen information is understood to be of limited value to hackers but reports
indicate that less than 5% of the time data is actually encrypted. So, the need of the hour is to ensure
that data at rest and data in transit are both encrypted with the highest standards possible to not only
mitigate the risk of data breaches but also to ensure business continuity.

Digital Transformation is complicating data security. Organisations are reimagining their business and
are aggressively adopting technologies like cloud, IoT, mobile to transform operations. No organisation
is immune to data threats and especially there has been increase in global threats globally since
COVID-19 Pandemic has begun.

Low entropy results to low security. Higher the entropy of the seed, stronger is the encryption key.
Strong cryptographic keys help in improving security of an organisation. Qosmos helps organisations
to fill the gap of entropy which is typically missing today in today’s RNGs and prevent entropy
starvation.

Problem
The actual root of trust in any encryption algorithm is the seed fromwhich the encryption key is
generated.With digital transformation, the TPS (Transactions Per Second) is increasing and the rate at
which seed changes also should increase therebymaintaining the security balance. If the rate at which
seed changes is low, entropy is low, which will impact the security of the key thereby the data security.

This may not seem like a big problem at first. As the digital adoption icnreases, the keys become
weaker, thereby leaving cracks all over the encryption systems today. These cracks will widen over time
and bring down the house when the tipping point is here.

Instead of waiting for the tipping point, adversaries are harvesting todays data and storing it until
entropy starvation occurs. Then they can decrypt the data without any problems. This is a great concer
to AES, 3DES and the PKI encryption we are using today. The entropy problme is not futursitic but
rather something which is happening whithout anyones knowledge.

The problems do not end there. Today themain problemMSP/MSSP’s are facing is the system
integration. Digital adoption has pushed comanies to adopt off the shelf systems that are built for a
particlar requirement at that point of time. This makes the integration an issue and later effects the
agility in technology adoption. Hence it is important to have a solution that will integrate and be agile at
the same time without making theMSP/MSSP’s work on the development side before consuimg the
solution. This will help comanies gain greater value over time.
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Solution
However, finding a reliable source of true entropy has become a real headache for enterprises. One
possible solution to this problem is finding external sources of entropy that can be securely shared by
multiple applications in production environments. Taking into account the increasing demand for
random data, QNu Labs has developed a new cloud-based service, Qosmos for providing high-quality
entropy to application and device developers. It complies to the recommendations given by NIST.

Qosmos is now the real root of trust for feeding seed on the fly securely thereby generating secure
keys. Qosmos inherits the security specifications from Tropos. This means the randomness and
security of the numbers is cannot be questioned. Delivering this to last mile into each individual device
expands the Quantum-Safe security infrastructure.

Main advatanges that Qosmos bring to the table:

• Pay as you go
Removes the need for client to own random number generation hardware

• Ease of adoption
Application can be either in hardware or software providing easy adoption

• Entropy Starvation
Solves the problem of entropy starvation in present client systems

• Future Implementation
Ease of implementation across platforms and future ready systems

Qosmos Architecture
Qosmos solves the “Entropy Starvation” problem of the systems irrespective of their presence in cloud,
embedded or in IOT network. Qosmos along with providing the highest randomness, enables secure
method of providing the seeds for entropy starved systems or applications. There are 3main parts in
the architecture:

1. Tropos
QNu Tropos is quantum entropy device which is the root of randomness. The random numbers are
generated from a quantum source and then transferred to applications as a service through Qosmos
architecture. Tropos generates continuous stream of random bits which is fed to EaaS Server.

2. EaaS Server
EaaS (Entropy as a Service) server acts as a bridge between Tropos and client application. EaaS server
accesses the random number stream Tropos which is signed, encrypted, and sent along with
timestamp to the client application. EaaS server architecture is scalable and can includemany of the
servers across the world. NIST recommends access frommultiple EaaS servers to increase the security
of the seed.

3. Client HRT or Application
HRT (Hardware Root of Trust) is a classical computing device with secure hardware component for
storing, seeding and generation of cryptographic keys. HRTwould normally be TPM, Intel IPT, ARM
TrustZone, HSM or any encryption key generation device. It can also be combined with a client
software application which enables communication between EaaS server and client hardware. It is not
required for the client system to have dedicated hardware, but the hardware availability will make the
processmore secure.
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Benefits of Qosmos EaaS
Mitigate Potential Attacks
• Message reply
• Man-in-the-Middle
• DNS Poisoning

Access
Devices can access the
entropy directly from Internet-
based architecture of Qosmos

Quantum-Safe
The first step towards absolute
security is using Qosmos
remote quantum random
numbers as seed for the
systems for protection of data
at rest and in transit. The Laws
of quantum physics assures
100% randomness and cannot
be predictable

Internet-Based Architecture
Qosmos allows developers to
always keep their products
updated with true entropy for
generating strongest
cryptography andmake sure
they stay ahead of modern
cyberattacks

NIST Reference Architecture
Qosmos uses NIST
architecture to establish a
standard way of accepting
keys

Integration
Qosmos can be easily
integrated into client
architecture without any
disruption and working as an
additional layer providing the
required security
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Speed
Assures high throughput required
for digital devices such as IoT,
embedded systems, cloud, 5G and
other applications

More random the data samples, faster can the algorithm learn. We can use entropy to select
random data sets and samples helping the algorithms learn fater thereby making it more
efficient.

Randomness
Entropy is ameasure of the randomness or unpredictability of information that’s collected by
an operating system or application to use in generating cryptographic keys that require
random data.
Encryption keys, especially the RSA keys are at risk of compromise when using improper
random number generation. Many weak keys can efficiently be discovered and
subsequently compromised by finding reused prime factors in a large data set. When a high
level of entropy is used for encryption, user data can be securely protected against attacks
both in transit over the network and at rest on storage devices.

Lack of Patterns
Being a step ahead in cybersecurity
threats is the need of the hour. Qosmos
provides steady supply of new
information, free of patterns that
hackers cannot predict and exploit.

Key Features and Capabilities

Applications
Artificial Intelligence & Machine Learning

Block chain is a technology that should be secured for future and prevent anyone from
changing the blocks and links in Blockchain. Deterministic randomness will decrease the
security of hashes and keys. More entropy is hence needed tomake the Blockchain secure.

Blockchain

One Time Passwords (OTP) have become a part of life for making digital transactions. With an
increase in transactions, the OTP generators no longer can provide random output. Hence we
need to shift tomore random number generation for security.

Secure OTP

Authentication is the most important step in data access. We provide continuous
authentication for applications in the background without disturbing the operations, thereby
making the accessmore secure. Continuous Authentication can be integrated intoMulti Factor
Authentication (MFA).

Authentication

With the ever increasing importance and adoption for IOT, securing the data frommultiple IOT
points has become more important. By providing the entropy at high throughput, we solve the
entropy starvation problem in IOT devices, thereby securing the future of technology
communication.

IOT
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Manufacturing is going through a rapid, big and needful change. The systems and processes
being adopted as part of Industry 4.0 should be easily integratable without creating problems
of security. Having random numbers as basic security will provide much needed integrity and
agility to the technology adoption.

Industry 4.0

Cloud security as become a photo technology due to the cost effectiveness and ease of
implementation. This has also opened up vulnerabilities and with data going out, the risks are
going to bemultiplied. QosmosOTP and authentication should be used for increasing the basic
security of the infrastructure.

Cloud Security

5G is the next revolution in telecom. It comes with vulnerabilities attached and it is important to
authenticate the right devices and customers. Random numbers should be used for backhaul
security and continuous authentication as required.

5G

Video conferencing has become important part of our lives due to present circumstances.With
the requirement of security requirements becoming paramount for companies in video
conferencing. Continuous authentication using Qosmos combined with Multi Factor
Authentication will help secure the infrastructure.

Video Conferencing

Key generation is themost important problem cosmoswill be solving. Using highest entropy as
a seed for key generation will make the present systemsmore robust and get the infrastructure
future ready. The first step towards adapting quantum-safe security.

Key Generation

About Us

QNu Labs is a leader in quantum-safe
cryptography products and solutions,
offering unconditional and forward
security of data on the internet and cloud.
QNu Labs provides quantum random
number generator, quantum key
generation, quantum key distribution and
management solutions across all industry
verticals globally for which the highest
level of data security is business-critical.

QNu Labs solutions also ensure that
customers upgrade their legacy crypto
infrastructure to quantum-safe crypto
without any disruption in their business
and achieve ‘Faster Time to Value’.

Zeblok has created an innovative,
decentralized, scale-as-you-go, cloud-
native Artificial Intelligence Platform-
as-a-Service (AI PaaS), by providing
composable foundational components,
specializing in AI-HPC orchestration
and an AI algorithmmarketplace, which
delivers a single unified pre-configured
environment, with familiar frameworks
and a growing library of curated AI
algorithms, enabling enterprises of all
sizes to build AI models and integrate
them into mission-critical business
processes fromCore to Edge.

Qunu Labs Pvt. Ltd. Zeblok Computational Inc.
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Cryptoagility Future-proof Plug & Play Product-Market
fit

Relay for long
distance

Data-at-rest Quality & Quantity Easy updation

The
Business
Impact

Get in touch

Qunu Labs Pvt. Ltd.
2nd Floor, EastWing,
Centenary Building,
28MGRoad, Bangalore - 25

Phone: +91 80 4851 4013
E-Mail: info@qnulabs.com

qnulabs.com

Zeblok Computational Inc.
1500 Stony Brook Road,
Stony Brook, NY 11984

Phone: +1 631 223 8233

computational.zeblok.com


